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In commonly employed models for 2D topological insulators, bulk gapless states are well known to
form at the band inversion points where the degeneracy of the states is protected by symmetries. It
is thus sometimes quite tempting to consider this feature, the occurrence of gapless states, a result of
the band inversion process under protection of the symmetries. Similarly, the band inversion process
might even be perceived as necessary to induce 2D topological phase transitions. To clarify these
misleading perspectives, we propose a simple model with a flexible Chern number to demonstrate
that the bulk gapless states emerge at the phase boundary of topological phase transitions, despite
the absence of band inversion process. Furthermore, the bulk gapless states do not need to occur at
the special k-points protected by symmetries. Given the significance of these fundamental conceptual
issues and their wide-spread influence, our clarification should generate strong general interests and
significant impacts. Furthermore, the simplicity and flexibility of our general model with an arbitrary
Chern number should prove useful in a wide range of future studies of topological states of matter.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Vf, 71.90.+q, 73.43.-f
The topological materials have raised great attention
in the past decade because of their intrinsic physical im-
portance and potential application in spintronics [1, 2]
and quantum computation [3, 4]. As the first discov-
ered topological insulators [5–28], the two-dimensional
topological insulators have been intensively studied both
theoretically [5–10] and experimentally [16–23]. They
can be characterized by the topological invariants, like
the Chern number [5, 29] defined initially only for two-
dimensional insulators. Recently, with further discov-
ery of the three-dimensional analogues of topological in-
sulators, the abundant nontrivial phases of 3D topo-
logical materials have continued to draw much atten-
tion of the community. Some of these striking topo-
logical materials are, for example, Weyl semimetals [30–
35], topological nodal line semimetals [36, 37] and Dirac
semimetals [38, 39]. Currently, researches are also focus-
ing on topological superconductors [40, 41] whose gapless
states at the edge give the long sought Majorana bound
states [42].
Specifically for 2D topological insulators, bulk gapless
states also appear in the typical models [7, 43] at special
k-points, where couplings between bands are forbidden
by symmetries. In the absence of such couplings, the
band will thus inevitably close the gap and produce bulk
gapless states at these k-points during the band inversion
process, as demonstrated in Fig. 1. (Here the band inver-
sion process corresponds to change of the sequence of the
eigen-vectors in some region of the crystal momentum
k.) It is thus quite tempting to associate the occurrence
of the bulk gapless states (or perhaps even the topolog-
ical phase transitions) with the band inversion process.
In fact, many articles in the current literature could be
perceived as rather misleading on these important con-
ceptual issues [44–54] .
In this letter, we demonstrate that the essential as-
pect of occurrence of the bulk gapless states is only the
topological phase transition, and that the band inver-
sion process is conceptually not necessary, even though
it might be common in real materials. We first examine
the usual considerations using a widely applied model
for 2D topological insulators. We then propose a simple
model that allows an arbitrary Chern number and use
it to demonstrate that topological phase transitions can
take place without ever involving band inversion process.
Finally, we illustrate that bulk gapless states always ap-
pear in the phase boundary even without band inversion
process, and their location do not need to be protected
by any symmetry a priori. This study not only clari-
fies common conceptual issues of great significance, but
also proposes a simple, flexible, and general model for
future investigations of topological phase transitions in
topological systems.
As a representative example, let’s first review the BHZ
model [43] for 2D topological insulators, expressed by a
two-band Hamiltonian in the 2D crystal momentum k-
and orbital m-space:
〈~k,m|Hˆ|~k,m′〉 →
H(~k) = ~d(~k) · ~σ =
(
d3 d1 − id2
d1 + id2 −d3
)
, (1)
where d1 = kx, d2 = ky, d3 = M − |~k|2/2 with a tun-
able mass parameter M . Expressed in ~b = ~d/d,d = |~d|,
and introduce a third axis z for simplier 3D notation
∇ = (∂kx , ∂ky , ∂z), we have the Berry connection ~A(~k) =
i〈~k, j0|∇|~k, j0〉 and the Berry curvature ~B(~k) = ∇× ~A =
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FIG. 1: Illustration of occurrence of the bulk gapless states during the band inversion process in typical models. The
dispersion of d3(k) (dashed lines) makes clear that as M moves from negative (a) through zero (c) to positive (e), the bands
become inverted in the yellow region near k = 0. While the gap opens up upon introduction of the off-diagonal coupling d1 and
d2 in (b) and (d), bulk gapless states are preserved at M = 0 (c) due to a priori absence of coupling at k = 0 in the models
(presumably protected by some unspecified symmetry).
1
2 (b1∇b2×∇b3+b2∇b3×∇b1+b3∇b1×∇b2), where |~k, j0〉
is the eigenvector of the lower band of H. This model
goes through a topological phase transition via a band in-
version process at M = 0. As shown in Fig. 1, before the
band inversion, M < 0, the system is topologically trivial
with a zero Chern number C = 12pi
∫
kxky
~B ·d~S = 0. After
the band inversion, M > 0, the sequence of the eigenvec-
tors is inverted near k = 0 [within the yellow region of
Fig. 1(e)], as made clear from the band crossing in the
dispersion of d3 (dashed lines), and the system becomes
topologically nontrivial with C = 1. Notice that the
band gap systematically reduces, closes, and reopens as
the band inversion takes place, and corresponding bulk
gapless states occur right at the band inversion point,
M = 0.
In this model, the occurrence of bulk gapless states
is easily observed from the structure of the matrix near
k = 0 at M = 0, which contains degenerate diagonal
elements ±d3 and zero off-diagonal elements d1 ± id2
that supposedly results from underlying symmetries of
the system. This common perspective, however, tends
to miss the profound principle that gapless states are in-
evitable in the boundary of topological phase transitions,
regardless of the band inversion process or any symmetry
protection of the gapless point.
To illustrate conceptually the most fundamental na-
ture of the bulk gapless states, we demonstrate below
their occurrence across the topological phase transition
without a band inversion process. Furthermore, to omit
unnecessary microscopic details of real materials and to
prevent unintentional introduction of symmetry-related
(but topologically irrelevant) features, we focus on the
low-energy effective Hamiltonian near the divergent point
of the Berry curvature. The common considerations of
symmetries thus only serve to reduce various microscopic
systems to the general effective picture, and will not play
any relevant role in the following analysis. To this end,
we extend the above BHZ model to allow arbitrary Chern
number C = n:
〈~k,m|Hˆ|~k,m′〉 →
H(n)(~k) ≡ ~d(n)(~k) · ~σ =
(
d3 d0e
−inφ
d0e
inφ −d3
)
, (2)
where d0 = k, d3 = M − 12k2, and ~k = (k, φ, z) in the
cylindrical coordinate system. It is straightforward to
show that,
~A = φˆ
n
2k
(1− b3) + kˆf(k), (3)
~B = −zˆ n
2k
∂kb3, (4)
C = − n
2
b3
∣∣∣∞
0
=
 n,M > 0n2 ,M = 0
0,M < 0
, (5)
where f(k) is independent of φ and thus does not con-
tribute to ~B. This model reproduces to the above BHZ
model at n = 1, and similar to the BHZ model, it allows
topological phase transitions from C = 0 to C = n by
varying M across zero with a fixed n. Alternatively, it
also allows topological phase transitions from C = n to
C = n′ for a fixed M > 0,
H(n,n
′)(~k) ≡ ~d(n,n′)(~k) · ~σ (6)
= [cos2(θ)~d(n)(~k) + sin2(θ)~d(n
′)(~k)] · ~σ
by tuning parameter θ from 0 to pi/2. The transition
now takes place at θc = pi/4, and does not involve a
band inversion process, since the bands are kept partially
inverted at M > 0.
We first examine the case of (n, n′) = (0, 1) with
M = 10 shown in Fig. 2. At θ < θc, the system is
in a C = 0 topologically trivial phase, even though the
bands are inverted near k = 0, evident from the yellow
region in the lower panels, in which the dashed bands
of d3 cross each other. The inverted bands can also be
observed from the change of z-component of the corre-
sponding pseudo-spins −~d(n,n′)(~k)/|~d(n,n′)(~k)| from blue
(positive) to red (negative) inside the dashed lines in the
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FIG. 2: Illustration of pseudo-spins (upper panels) and band dispersion in the 2D k-space (middle panels) and along the (kx,0)
path (lower panels), across the (n, n′) = (0, 1) topological phase transition from C = 0 (two left panels) to C = 1 (two right
panels) across the phase boundary at θc (center panels). No band inversion process takes place, since with a fixed M = 10 the
bands remain inverted inside the d3 = 0 contour (dashed lines in the upper panels and the yellow region in the lower panels.)
Blue (red) arrows represent the xy-components of the pseudo-spins having positive (negative) z-components. At the phase
boundary θ = θc, ~kD denotes the location of the non-analytic pi-jumps of pseudo-spins, where the bulk gapless states appear.
upper panels as well. (A general symmetry-independent,
coordinate-invariant definition of inverted bands can be
made by identifying a contour in the 2D k-space, dashed
lines in the upper panels of Fig. 2, on which the pseudo-
spin resides only in a plane, and across the contour the
perpendicular component changes sign.) Even with in-
verted bands, the phase is nonetheless topologically triv-
ial corresponding to a zero net rotation of the pseudo-
spins along the d3 = 0 contours (dashed lines) in the first
two panels. On the other hand, at θ > θc, one observes
a complete counter-clockwise 2pi rotation of the pseudo-
spins along the d3 = 0 contours in the last two panels,
reflecting the topological invariant C = 1. Most interest-
ingly, at the phase boundary θ = θc (the center panels),
the pseudo-spins develop a net counter-clockwise rota-
tion of pi along the contour and a non-analytic pi-jump at
~kD = (k, φ, z) = (
√
2M,pi, 0), across which the pseudo-
spins are opposite in directions.
Now, even without the band inversion process, the
middle and lower panels of Fig. 2 show clearly that across
the topological phase transition, the gap still closes and
reopens, with bulk gapless states emerging at ~kD right
at the phase boundary. Furthermore, the location of the
bulk gapless states ~kD is not a priori protected by any
symmetry, since the off-diagonal elements are not zero
when θ 6= θc. This example illustrates clearly that the
occurrence of the gapless states is a necessary outcome
of the topological phase transitions, but not necessarily
related to the band inversion process or any symmetry
protection of the corresponding k-points. It should also
be obvious that topological phase transitions do not nec-
essarily require the band inversion process either.
These conclusions can be verified again by examin-
ing the case of (n, n′) = (1, 3) with M = 10. The
last two panels of Fig. 3 show the similar behavior of
3 × 2pi counter-clockwise rotation of the pseudo-spins
along the dz = 0 contours at θ > θc, corresponding
to C = 3. Similar to the previous case, at the phase
boundary θ = θc, the pseudo-spins host non-analytic pi-
jumps, now at ~kD = (k, φ, z) = (
√
2M,±pi/2, 0) that
satisfies in general cos[(n− n′)φ] + 1 = 0. Such pi-jumps
each introduces a C = ±0.5 change in comparison to the
neighboring topological phases, and is thus responsible
for changing C by one across the phase boundary. Cor-
respondingly, the third panel of Fig. 3 shows bulk gapless
states appearing at these two ~kD points. This case again
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FIG. 3: Same as Fig. 2 but with (n, n′) = (1, 3)
emphasizes the non-necessity of the band inversion pro-
cess for the occurrence of the bulk gapless states (or of
topological phase transitions.)
We note that our main emphasis is to clarify the con-
ceptually fundamental issues, even though our model
might not seem to have a direct connection to a known 2D
topological insulating material at the moment. Nonethe-
less, our conclusion of non-necessity of the band inversion
process is not merely conceptual, but a realistic consid-
eration consistent with the recent proposal of topological
states of non-Dirac electrons on a triangular lattice [55],
as in MoS2 monolayers endowed with 3d transition metal
adatoms [56].
In summary, we clarify a common misconception that
the occurrence of bulk gapless states (and perhaps even
the topological phase transitions) is associated with the
band inversion process. To this end, we propose a model
for 2D topological insulators that allows any Chern num-
ber. We then demonstrate that gapless states are bound
to take place during topological phase transitions, and
neither of them requires the band inversion process. Fur-
thermore, a symmetry protection against coupling be-
tween bands is unnecessary at the k-points of the bulk
gapless states. Given the significance of these fundamen-
tal conceptual issues and their wide-spread influence, our
clarification should generate strong general interests and
significant impacts. Furthermore, the simplicity and flex-
ibility of our general model with an arbitrary Chern num-
ber should prove useful in a wide range of future studies
of topological states of matter.
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